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Recent advances towards an efficient computational method for accurately determining 
the stability and control characteristics of an aircraft are discussed and critiqued. The 
present approach with greatest promise is to reduce the number of high-fidelity CFD sim
ulations by using Volterra functions Reduced Order Modeling. This type of reduced order 
model is a predictive model which has a unique training maneuver - a unit impulse. The 
advantage of such an approach is the fast prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of an aircraft. This article presents the results of application of the Volterra functions 
ROM for prediction of linear movement of a 2D airfoil and of an X-31 aircraft model. The 
Volterra ROM predicted well normal and axial force which are linear or weakly non-linear 
and was in a fairly good agreement with pitching moment as long as the pitching moment 
predictions were weakly non-linear. 

Nomenclature 

a speed of sound
 
α angle of attack
 
c reference length for pithcing moment
 
cM pitching moment coefficient (Mz /q∞Sref c)
 
cN normal force coefficient N/q∞Sref
 

hi Volterra kernels
 
M Mach number v/a
 
µ∞ free-strem dynamic viscosity
 
Mz pithcing moment
 
N normal force
 
q∞ free-stream dynamic pressure
 
Re Reynolds number vcρ∞/µ∞
 

ρ∞ free-strem density
 
Sref reference area
 
t time
 
v free-stream speed of flow
 

I. Introduction 

Defining the Stability and Control (S&C) characteristics of an airplane is probably one of the most 
difficult and expensive aspect of an aircraft development. The difficulties are partially due to the fact 

that the S&C phase of design is extended to the very end of the development process, and sometimes 
even beyond it, causing occasionally unexpected and expensive twists along the project paths requiring 
changes on the aircraft. Some recent examples include aircraft such as F/A-18 and F-18 HARV or F-22.1–6 

Since these can occur in the very late stages of the project, they are very expensive and often comes with 
detrimental effect to the expected performance. It is therefore of utmost importance to be able to predict 
S&C characteristics of the aircraft in the early stages of its development. 
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Several tools can be used to predict the S&C characteristics of an aircraft. The first class of methods work 
in a real physical space - flight testing and wind tunnel testing. Flight testing is the most accurate method 
since it involves accurate modeling of all physical phenomena. But is also the most expensive and cannot be 
used during early stages of the aircraft development process, simply because the aircraft configuration may 
not exist. Wind tunnel testing is also accurate, however usually works in different limits of the physical space 
- i.e. different Reynolds number, different Strouhal number, smaller dimensions of the physical space biased 
by uncertainties in boundary conditions, etc. In addition, wind tunnel testing is also expensive, though 
cheaper than flight testing. The second class of methods works with models of a different level of fidelity 
for a real physical space. It is cheaper than the first class, however, comes with questions about validity 
and reliability. Although not always the case, the higher the fidelity of a method, the increased reliability 
and longer execution time which can be expected. One of the high fidelity modeling tools recently used 
to study the non-linear behavior of an aircraft is Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). This high fidelity 
method reduces some of the major uncertainties connected to modeling of the real physical space, however, 
this improvement comes with an additional cost in execution time. One of the major causes of this is 
computer performance combined with a usually very short physical time step required to accurately capture 
the flow physics. This is exaggerated by the low frequency nature of most of the motions of interest requiring 
modeling of long time sequences. Researchers at NASA Ames, for example, have attempted to perform a 
“brute force” approach to filling a stability and control database for vehicle design.7–9 They found that a 
reasonable database for static stability and control derivatives would include on the order of 30 different 
angles-of-attack, 20 different Mach numbers, and 5 different side-slip angles, each for a number of different 
geometry configurations or control surface deflections.7 They envisioned that a few hundred solutions can be 
obtained automatically and the remainder of the parameter space filled out with the use of an interpolation 
procedure or neural networks. Considering today’s performance of computers and CFD codes, the routine 
calculations of hundreds of maneuvers in a reasonable time frame is unrealistic. In order to accurately and 
reliably predict the stability and control (S&C) characteristics of an aircraft prior to the costly flight test 
phase, CFD has to be combined with a predictive modeling of lower complexity. Several types of Low Order 
Modeling is currently under investigation at USAFA. One of them is based on generation of a nonlinear, 
dynamic reduced-order aerodynamic model using least the square approximation. Such method uses CFD to 
model an appropriate flight maneuvers and then, using a code called SIDPACK build a low order non-linear 
model which then can be used to predict similar mmaneuvers.10–12 Another of the lower-order methods 
which can be effectively used in combination with CFD is Volterra functions reduced order modeling. It has 
been successfully used for aeroelastic studies of the limit cycle oscillations.13–16 This article presents a study 
of application of the Volterra theory into the area of stability and control. At this stage the application is 
limited to cases which are linear or close to linear. Investigated motions are pitching motions. 

II. Volterra Theory 

The Volterra theory is an extension of the Taylor series expansion in time. It is defined by the equation 
t t t 

y(t) = h0 + h1(t − τ)u(τ)dτ + h2(t − τ1, t − τ2)u(τ1)u(τ2)dτ1dτ2 + 
0 0 0 

N � �t t 

+ ... hn(t − τ1, ....., t − τN )ΠN
n=3u(τn)dτN (1) 

0 0n=3 

where y(t) is an output, u(t) is an input and h1, h2, ..hn are Volterra kernels. The Volterra series has been 
extensively used in electrical engineering, signal processing, image processing and biology and medicine, 
however, its use in aerodynamics is rare and rather new. One of the first who formally introduced the 
Volterra functions into CFD was Silva in his dissertation.17 His first step was the truncation of the third and 
higher terms of the Volterra functions. The discretization of the second order Volterra series for a discrete 
time step Δt is 

N N N

y(n) = h0 + h1(n − k)u(k) + h2(n − k1, n − k2)u(k1)u(k2) (2) 
k=0 k1 =0 k2=0 

Once the kernels are known, the equation (2) predicts an output of the weakly non-linear system to the 
input at any frequency. The kernels are found according to Silva.17 The linear kernel is a combination of 
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the response to unit and double unit impulses at time t1 = T . The second-order kernel is a combination of 
two successive unit impulses at time t1 = T and t2 = T + ΔT and two unit pulses, one at time T , second at 
time T + ΔT 

1 
h1(t) = 2w1(t1) − w2(t1) (3)

2 
1 

h2(t1, t2) = w1(t1, t2) − w1(t1) − w1(t2) (4)
2 

The algorithm is shown in Figure 1 for both the first and the second order kernel. The Volterra theory has 

(a) Kernel h1 - see equation (3) (b) Kernel h2 - see equation (4) 

Figure 1. First and second order kernels 

been successfully used in aeroelasticity13–16 to predict limit cycle oscillations. The aim of this work is to 
extend the use of the Volterra theory to the area of Stability and Control. The work presented in this article 
present the application of the Volterra theory in cases of linear motion. 

III. Cobalt CFD code 

Cobalt18 is a cell-centered, finite volume CFD code. It solves the unsteady, three-dimensional, compress
ible Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS ) equations on hybrid unstructured grids. Its foundation is 
based on Godunov’s first-order accurate, exact Riemann solver. Second-order spatial accuracy is obtained 
through a Least Squares Reconstruction. A Newton sub-iteration method is used in the solution of the 
system of equations to improve time accuracy of the point-implicit method. Strang et al.18 validated the 
numerical method on a number of problems, including the Spalart-Allmaras model, which forms the core for 
the Detached Eddy Simulation (DES ) model available in Cobalt. Tomaro et al.19 converted the code from 
explicit to implicit, enabling CFL numbers as high as CFL ≈ 106 . Grismer et al.20 parallelized the code, 
with a demonstrated linear speed-up on as many as 4,000 processors. The parallel METIS (PARMETIS) 
domain decomposition library of Karypis et al.21 is also incorporated into Cobalt. New capabilities include 
rigid-body and 6 DOF motion, equilibrium air physics. An overset grid capability and a coupled aeroelastic 
simulation capability is also implemented. The code has been extensively used for S&C analysis of a number 
of aircraft.10, 12, 22–25 

IV. 2D Airfoil Test 

Figure 2 shows the first order kernel of normal force of a NACA0012 airfoil. The kernel was extracted 
from the unit and double unit pulse response using equation (2). The pitch motion is realized by rotating 
the entire mesh around the quarter chord point. The unit signal corresponds to a pulse in pitch of 2deg. 
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Figure 2. Linear kernel 

Comparing the linear kernel to the response to a unit pulse shows almost identical curves, suggesting the 
system is linear. Figure 3 shows the comparisons of linear convolution to the full CFD solutions for simple 
sinusoidal motions at three different frequencies, 5, 10 and 20Hz two sinusoidal motions with two different 

(a) 5Hz (b) 10Hz (c) 20Hz 

Figure 3. NACA0012 airfoil, inviscid flow - sinusoidal motion, black - ROM model, red - CFD 

frequencies and amplitudes. 
The next set of figures (Figs 4) show the comparisons of the viscous flow solution with a linear convolution 
for a sinusoidal motion at three frequencies. The motion of the airfoil was realized by using a mesh around 
the airfoil which is moving on the stationary primary mesh. Of interest is that initial clockwise direction at 

(a) 5Hz (b) 10Hz (c) 50Hz 

Figure 4. NACA0012 airfoil, viscous flow - sinusoidal motion, black - Volterra ROM model, red - CFD 

lower frequencies changes to counterclockwise motion at a frequency of 50Hz, the trend which is correctly 
reproduced by Volterra ROM. The last figure 5 shows the comparison motion defined by two sinusoidal 
motions at two frequencies and amplitudes, α = A1sin(ω1t) + A2sin(ω2t). These airfoil results shows that 
the Volterra/ROM is capable of modeling motion for any time dependent angle of attack. 
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Figure 5. NACA0012 airfoil, inviscid flow - double sinusoidal motion, black - Volterra ROM, red 
CFD solution 

V. X-31 aircraft model 

The X-3126–28 is a typical case of an advanced fighter aircraft. It has been a subject of numerous flight 
tests,29–33 wind tunnel tests34, 35 and CFD.36, 37 This test case has been provided to the partners participating 
in NATO RTO task group AVT-161 (Assessment of Stability and Control Prediction Methods for NATO 
Air and Sea Vehicles). The objective of this task group is to evaluate CFD codes against wind tunnel data 
sets of two different aircraft configurations. A wind tunnel model used in experiments at DLR contains the 
canard, the LEX, the wind, the fuselage flap, the horizontal stabilizator and the rudder.35 The test setup 
does not consider any flow through the inlet. The wind tunnel model was equipped with the moving lift 
and control surfaces. Between each of the surface and the main body of the model were enabling mechanical 
movement of the surface. The effect of the gaps has been investigated in the wind tunnel35 and using CFD.37 

It has been found that gaps substantially alter the flow-field above the wing giving rise to two co-rotating 
primary vortices.37 The values of the global lift, drag and momentum coefficients were, however, changed 
only mildly. Considering this mild dependence of the global forces/moments and in order to avoid having 
prohibitively large meshes used for unsteady CFD tests, the gaps in the model were sealed. The model is 
mounted in the wind tunnel using two setups. The first setup uses a belly mounted sting connecting the 
model to the support desk in the wind tunnel ceiling. The sting - model fuselage junction is located right 
under the main wing. This setup enables six degrees of freedom motions. The second setup uses an aft 
mounted sting connected to an arm in the wind tunnel. 

A. Computational Meshes 

The mesh generation process consists of two steps. In the first step, the inviscid tetrahedral mesh is generated 
using IcemCFD code. This mesh is then used as a background mesh in the second step in the mesh generator 
TRITET.38, 39 TRITET first builds prism layer using frontal technique and then rebuilds the inviscid mesh 
while respecting size of the original inviscid mesh from IcemCFD. The mesh has nominally 18 prism layers 
with the stretching ratio of 1.18. The total number of cells is 13 million. Figure 6 shows the unstructured 
mesh around the X-31 geometry. These cases are very sensitive to the leading edge resolution. The mesh 
around the leading edge was clustered as shown in Figure 7. The clustering process was controled by setting 
the maximum allowed deviation of the face of mesh cells from the surface of the aircraft. 
The boundary conditions were farfield on the farfield boundary, symmetry on the symmetry plane and solid 
wall on the surface of the aircraft. All of the dynamic CFD simulations were performed at the Arctic Region 
Supercomputing Center (ARSC) on Midnight, a Sun cluster comprised of 2312 Opteron processors with a 
68 TB Lustre file system. 
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(a) Mesh in symmetry plane (b) Surface mesh around aircraft with belly mounted 
sting 

(c) Surface mesh around LEX (d) Surface mesh on the wing 

Figure 6. Mesh around X-31 aircraft model 

Figure 7. Mesh around wind leading edge with clustered cells, X-31 aircraft model 
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B. Steady Calculations 

The steady calculations were carried out at Mach number M = 0.18, angle of attack α = 20.06deg and 
Reynolds number Re = 2.07 × 106 . The comparison of pitching moment shows difference between the SA 
turbulence model and SA model with rotational corrections (SARC). The SARC model brings a substantial 

(a) cL, cD (b) cM 

Figure 8. Lift, drag and pitching moment, different turbulence models, X-31 model, Mach number M = 0.18, 
Reynolds number Re = 2.07 × 106 

improvement of the results. The results of SA model were not able to capture the abrupt change of character 
of the pitching moment curve at angle 15deg. Instead it predicted linear growth of the pitching moment up 
to angle of attack 18deg followed by plateau and small, steady reduction in pitching moment. The SARC 
turbulence model predicts the abrupt change of the pitching moment curve at angle of 15deg, however the 
drop in value of pitching moment was not as large as shown by the wind tunnel data. 

C. X-31 pitching motion 

The test with the X-31 was done in pitch for normal force and pitching moment. As summarized in40 , 
the model is equipped with a belly mounted sting which strongly affects the pitching moment. It also can 
affect the noise in the solution.41 Meanwhile the average values of pitching moment can be corrected by 
subtracting the offset due to belly mounted sting, the noise in both normal force (see figure 9) and pitching 
moment caused by the sting has a detrimental effect on the assumption of fading memory. Unlike a model 

Figure 9. Normal force coefficient, geometry without and with belly mounted sting, X-31 model, Mach 
number M = 0.18, angle of attack α = 0deg, Reynolds number Re = 2.07 × 106 

with the sting, the model without the sting shows steady values of both normal force and pitching moment 
without any excessive noise. It is therefore the model without a sting which is used for this analysis. The 
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kernels for the normal and axial force were calculated using SA model with an Gaussian shaped impulse with 
amplitude 15deg and are shown in Figure 10. The normal force is linear up to angle of α = 25deg suggesting 

(a) Normal force (b) Pitching moment 

Figure 10. Linear kernels for normal force and pitching moment 

only linear kernel will be used. The axial force shows non-linear behavior, the Volterra ROM used to model 
the axial force therefore includes first five terms of the second order also. Figure 11 shows the comparison 
of steady state normal force and axial force coefficient to the full CFD solutions. 

(a) Normal force coefficient (b) Axial force coefficient 

Figure 11. Prediction of static values of normal and axial force coefficient, X-31 model, Mach number M = 0.18, 
Reynolds number Re = 2.07 × 106 

Figure 8(b) shows strong non-linearity of the pitching moment curve after angle of attack α = 15deg. This 
non-linearity would be very difficult to model by the second order Volterra ROM with a sequence of unit 
pulses from the zeroth angle. The pitching moment is therefore modeled using a linear kernel with a 2deg 
pulse and its validity is limited to the linear dependency of pitching moment. The kernel for the pitching 
moment is shown in Figure 12 
Figure 13 shows the pitching moment curve with wind tunnel and CFD data. 
The Volterra ROM was applied to prediction of an X-31 pitching motion shown in Figure 14(a). Figures 
14(b) and 14(c) shows dependency of normal and axial force coefficient. The comparison of the normal force 
with wind tunnel data is very good, the axial force data agrees reasonably well, in particularly considering 
amount of noise in wind tunnel data. 
Figure 14(d) shows the comparison of pitching moment. Since the Volterra ROM was trained using the 
model without belly mounted sting, the moment curve was corrected by the constant offset caused by the 
sting - see Figure 8(b). The figure shows differences between the Volterra ROM and the wind tunnel data at 
angles above α ≈ 15deg, which is a data sequence around t = 1sec and around t = 3sec. The Volterra ROM 
predicts increase in pitching moment as the angle of attack increases, the wind tunnel data shows drop in 
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Figure 12. Linear kernel for pitching moment 

Figure 13. Pitching moment, X-31 model, Mach number M = 0.18, Reynolds number Re = 2.07 × 106
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the pitching moment above this angle. There is also a shift in time between Volterra ROM and wind tunnel 
data even at linear portion of the pitching moment which remains to be investigated. 

(a) Angle of attack (b) cN coefficient 

(c) cA coefficient (d) cM coefficient 

Figure 14. Normal force and axial force coefficient of prescribed motion, X-31 model, Mach number M = 0.18, 
Reynolds number Re = 2.07 × 106 

In summary, the Volterra ROM predictions are not always perfect, however they may be good enough to 
predict S&C problems and regimes of necessary further investigations. 

Conclusion 

The article presents the application of the Volterra functions/ROM into the area of stability and control, 
for a linear motion. Both modeling of the normal force and the pitching moment were tried and compared 
to the CFD solution. The Volterra functions in this article are limited to cases which are linear. It has been 
shown that application of the Volterra theory into unsteady CFD modeling leads to great savings of time. 
For example, the X-31 test case which represents a typical problem where CPU time can be a prohibitive 
factor, the savings in the first step was around 25, due to necessity to obtain the Volterra kernels. Once the 
kernels are known, the Volterra/ROM can be used to quickly predict the time dependent values of normal 
force nd axial force or pitching moment of another maneuver. Though the kernels used in this work are valid 
for linear or weakly non-linear problems, and the predictions are not alway perfect, the ROM can indicate 
problems in S&C at greatly reduced amount of time. 
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